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B.   Introduction 

CDP for CAN-6 specifies Web Single Sign-on for XSEDE Web services using Globus 
Auth. This capability is currently available on some XSEDE web services, some of them 
using different styles to provide the Web Single Sign-on feature. This document specifies 
the design elements for a standardized implementation of Web Single Sign-on, for a 
common look and feel and uniform user experience. Also specified are important 
security requirements and other constraints specified in Section E of the document, an 
overview of the user experience for logging in, and a list of supporting documents to be 
delivered. 

B.1.    Definitions, Abbreviations and Acronyms 

SSO - Single Sign-On 
IdP - Identity Provider 

C.   System Overview 

Authorized XSEDE users can login to XSEDE Web services using their XSEDE Portal 
username and password. However this would necessitate individually logging into each 
of the web services that the user uses using the username and password. Since this is 
tedious, some XSEDE Web services provide a Single Sign-On solution whereby, if the 
user logs into one of the services, the user is allowed to login to other SSO-enabled 
XSEDE web services without having to explicitly authenticate themselves. Since this has 
been implemented using Globus Auth, this also enables an XSEDE user to authenticate 
to Globus Auth using any of the linked alternate credentials the user might possess, 
such as their Campus credentials. This also enables sites outside of the xsede.org 
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domain to support XSEDE authentication without exposing XSEDE passwords to those 
sites. Thus, enabling authentication with Globus Auth provides: 
 

1. Federated identity 
2. Single Sign-On 

D. Behavioral Design 

 
[STEP 1] When attempting to login to an XSEDE Web service, the user would click on 
the “Login to XSEDE” button on the Login screen, instead of authenticating to the 
service directly using her/his Portal username/password. 
 

 
 
From this point on, many different flows are possible as shown in the diagram at the end 
of this section. 
 
In the simplistic case of the user having just an XSEDE account (no Globus or Campus 
account), the user would be taken thru the below steps, in order: 
 

1. Step 2 (chooses XSEDE IdP) 
2. Step 8 (authenticates with XSEDE IdP) 
3. Step 4 (chooses to NOT link to a Globus account because of no pre-existing 

Globus account) and 
4. Step 9 (authorizes Globus to release info from the XSEDE IdP to the XSEDE 

web service) 
5. Step 10 (user logged into XSEDE web service) 

 
In order to demonstrate a use case at the other end of the spectrum of use cases, the 
following steps assume that the user has the below independent accounts that aren’t yet 
linked together in Globus: 
 

1. An XSEDE account 
2. A campus/organization account from user’s primary home campus/organization 
3. Optionally, a Globus account with an identity from a third party such as Globus ID 

which the user may have used to use Globus transfer services in the past and 
such 
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and that the user chooses to authenticate to Globus using their campus account, leading 
Globus to then prompt the user to link the account to a pre-existing Globus account, if 
any, followed by linking their XSEDE account. 
 
[STEP 2] On clicking the Login to XSEDE button, the user-agent (browser) will be 
redirected to the Globus Auth site for authentication. The XSEDE IdP would be 
pre-selected as shown below, unless the user had chosen a different preferred IdP (such 
as a Campus) previously. 
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The user is free to choose a different IdP (such as a Campus IdP) as shown below, if 
that’s their favorite IdP. 
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[STEP 3] On clicking on “Continue”, the user-agent is redirected to the selected IdP for 
authentication as in the below: 
 

 
 
[STEP 4] On successful authentication to the IdP above, if the user’s identity from the 
above IdP is NOT known to Globus, the user is given the option of linking this identity to 
another identity they may already have in Globus or proceed with creation of a new 
Globus account with this identity. 
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[STEP 5] If the user doesn’t have an existing Globus account to link this identity to, 
clicking on Continue will take the user to step 7. If the user clicks on Link to an existing 
account instead, the user is asked to Login with their pre-existing identity in Globus. 
This pre-existing identity could be XSEDE or Globus ID or some other supported identity. 
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[STEP 6] The user is then redirected to the IdP of the selected IdP above (Globus ID< 
XSEDE, etc.) 
 

 
 
[STEP 7] If the user doesn’t have her/his XSEDE identity already linked (or primary) to 
the identity from the above IdP in Globus, the user would be asked by Globus Auth to 
authenticate and link an identity using the XSEDE IdP as below: 
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[STEP 8] On clicking on Continue, the user-agent is redirected to the XSEDE IdP as 
below: 
 

 
 
[STEP 9] On successful authentication, the user-agent would be redirected to Globus 
Auth where the user can decide to authorize release of pertinent information about the 
user that the XSEDE web service needs from Globus Auth. 
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[STEP 10] On clicking on Allow, the user-agent is redirected to the XSEDE Web service, 
which logs in the user as below. If an account for the XSEDE user doesn’t exist on the 
Web service, an account might be automatically created, if the service policy allows, 
before logging in the user. 
 

 
 
 
The diagram below illustrates the various paths a user might take to login to XSEDE web 
applications with Globus Single Sign-On: 
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E.   Design Considerations 

E.1.    Assumptions and Dependencies 

XSEDE Web SSO depends on Globus Auth. 

E.2. General Constraints 

E.2.1. Hardware/Software Environment 

Globus Auth is hosted by Globus using Amazon Web Services. 

E.2.2. End-user Environment 

XSEDE Web SSO is compatible with standard web browsers. 

E.2.3. Availability or volatility of resources 

If Globus Auth is unavailable, then XSEDE Web SSO will not be available. Globus Auth 
is hosted in Amazon Web Services (AWS) in a high-availability configuration, so 
downtime is rare (i.e., only for major AWS outages or rare Globus Auth maintenance 
downtimes). 

E.2.4. Standards compliance 

OpenID Connect (OIDC) based on OAuth 2.0. 

E.2.5. Interoperability requirements 

The Globus Auth UserInfo endpoint will return the following info: 
 
{ 
'identity_provider_display_name': 'XSEDE', 
'sub': 'b3804ef4-d274-11e5-94fb-1f2e32b95784', 
'preferred_username': 'ysvenkat@xsede.org', 
'identity_provider': '36007761-2cf2-4e74-a068-7473afc1d054', 
'organization': 'University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign', 
'email': 'vyekkira@illinois.edu', 
'name': 'Venkatesh Yekkirala' 
} 
 
The 'preferred_username' value may be used to uniquely identify users. XSEDE has the 
policy of NOT changing usernames, so it’s safe to use 'preferred_username' values to 
uniquely identify users. 
 
Since 'preferred_username' uses the ‘@xsede.org’ suffix, clients that are currently 
tracking users without the suffix may need to be one-time updated to add the suffix to 
the current user entries, before enabling Globus SSO, so that duplicate user entries 
aren’t created. 
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Where possible, XSEDE clients should indicate the logged in user by displaying the 
currently logged in username. 
 
An XSEDE client may allow a user to modify profile items such as email, etc., to be 
different from the values received in Userinfo, if allowed by the client’s policy. 
 
An XSEDE client may refuse to login an authenticated XSEDE user based on 
authorization policies specific to the XSEDE client. 
 

E.2.6. Interface/protocol requirements 

Sites outside of the xsede.org domain must not request a user’s XSEDE username and 
password. They should use Globus Auth to authenticate users and retrieve the user’s 
XSEDE identity using the UserInfo endpoint. 

E.2.7. Data repository and distribution requirements 

Basic information about XSEDE users is stored in the Globus Auth data repository. 

E.2.8. Security requirements 

Standard security measures required/recommended in OpenID Connect (OIDC) based 
on OAuth 2.0 standards. 
 
XSEDE clients must set “Required Identity” to XSEDE at the time of registering the client 
with Globus Auth. Globus Auth must set 'identity_provider_display_name' to 'XSEDE' in 
the Userinfo objects returned to the client. 

E.2.9. Memory and other capacity limitations 

N/A 

E.2.10. Performance requirements 

N/A 

E.2.11. Network communications 

All network communications are secured by HTTPS. 

E.2.12. Verification and validation requirements (testing) 

Globus offers a preview environment ( https://docs.globus.org/how-to/preview/ ) for 
testing applications against upcoming changes to the Auth service. Application 
administrators should subscribe to Globus’s developer-discuss@globus.org mailing list 
to receive announcements of upcoming changes that might require application testing. 

E.2.13. Usage tracking 

See XCI-183. 

E.2.14. Other means of addressing quality goals 

N/A 
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E.2.15. Issues for discussion 

N/A 
 

F. System Architecture and Detailed Design 

 

F.1. Delivered Packages 

 
 

Planned Package Formats Target Audience 

User Guide to be posted on XUP 
 
XSEDE Identity Management Client 
Application Setup updated 
 
 

End-users 
 
XSEDE Web Service Providers 
 
 

 

G.    Interface Design 

G.1.     [interfaces with other systems] 

G.2.     [user interfaces] 

 
A “Login with XSEDE” button is provided for a uniform User Experience. 

G.3.     [user documentation] 

 
The contents of Section D will be made available as User Guide to be posted on XUP for 
End users. It might also make sense to describe Globus Auth as providing the following 
fundamental features: 

1. Identity linking 
2. Single Sign-On 

G.4.     [training] 

 
Training team would be requested to make training modules available based on the 
contents of Section D. 
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